swiss gold glaze
Presentation
Swiss Gold Glaze is born from the expertise of an exceptional restorer,
responsible among others for the restoration of the Federal Government
Building in Bern, and the experience of an architect and designer known for its
innovative work combining technical excellence and authenticity.We offer
custom made solutions for the construction industry and property
development, where quality, innovation and design are priorities.For both
indoor and outdoor projects, our product can be applied to all materials. Even
on wood, our solution brings a new dimension to lighting and it has been
proven to ensure unprecedented fire retardant effectiveness.
Application :
Swiss Gold Glaze is a mineral glaze, a paint, a stuck formed by an aqueous
dispersion of quartz sand, with a polychromatic finish. Used as a mineral base
for indoor and outdoor coatings. With its consolidating process, it turns into
the same body, insoluble in water and highly breathable by its inorganic base.
Its main function is to unify and sublimate the material.
Our solution is unique in the field of decoration. The most prestigious
knowhow of the ancient world is revisited and adapted to the aesthetics of the
contemporary world.Swiss Gold Glaze offers a different brightness then
conventional decorative coatings and has unmatched results in the field of
decoration, the rendering is sumptuous. The material is noble and in order to
fully meet your expectations and requirements it is a sustainable protection.
The shades, colors and pigmentations are endless, we create for each project a
unique sample, the color of your personality.

swiss gold glaze
Combining the best of tradition and modernity
Swiss Gold Glaze can be applied on any surfaces, it provides higher brightness,
great flexibility, hydrophobicity and strength.Swiss Gold Glaze is the most
suitable ecological coating for both indoor and outdoor projects.
This product is 100% natural and allows great versatility for high requirement
works.Swiss gold Glaze is obtained from raw mineral materials. Free from
harmful substances such as biocides or plasticizers. Swiss Gold Glaze coatings
meet high quality standards, being the perfect solution for facades, decoration
and embellishment, walls and ceilings. Construction practices focused on
building eco-sustainability and health improvement are encouraged with
Swiss Gold Glaze.It provides efficient protection and environmental standards
for buildings.Swiss gold glaze can be applied to several substrates including
concrete, porous surfaces, other paints, plaster and stone. There is no coating
known with as much properties as Swiss Gold Glaze
.
Healthy environments :
SGG is harmless and non-toxic. It is a pure mineral compound.It is for this
reason that SGG is totally suitable for people who suffer from chemical
sensitivity.Its use is recommended for enclosed spaces, hospitals, nurseries,
nursing homes, hotels, offices and showrooms.Swiss Gold Glaze has a longer
lifespan than synthetic paints due to its unique composition, giving it much
more enduring and flexible properties.
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